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The Law of Gravity and Oral History Methodology



• On building memory

• Why oral history?

• Planning oral history projects

• Conducting oral history 

interviews

• Processing the recording

• Preserving the recording

• Disseminating/deploying oral 

history interview

• {More} Challenges facing oral 

history

Scope (some subjects will be covered very briefly) 



ORAL HISTORY AND WHY IT 

MATTERS

Part 1：“记忆犹新”



“旧的不去，新的不来，
所有旧的人事物还没消失，
都留在随时随地的想念里…”

李欣频 <喜新‧念旧‧移馆别恋>

Old times and old things have not yet gone. 

They live on each time when we recall them.

But for how long? And how accurate it 

(the outcome) can be?

http://lz.book.sohu.com/lz_list.php?author_id=5670


何志武: “在 1994年的 5月 1號，有一個女人
跟我講一聲生日快樂，因為這句話，我會一
直記住這個女人。如果記憶也是一個罐頭的
話，我希望這個罐頭不會過期，如果一定要
加一個日子的話，我希望它是一萬年。”

The Wish…



When we “recall”…



Light Side of Memory
• Two elderly couples were enjoying 

friendly conversation when one of the 
men asked the other:

• “Fred, how was the memory clinic you 
went to last month?”

• “Outstanding,” Fred replied. “They 
taught us all the latest psychological 
techniques: visualization, association, 
etc. It was great.”

• “That's great! And what was the name of 
the clinic?”

• Fred went blank. He thought and 
thought, but couldn't remember. Then a 
smile broke across his face and he 
asked, “What do you call that flower with 
the long stem and thorns?”

• “You mean a rose?”

• “Yes, that's it!” He turned to his wife, 
“Rose, what was the name of that 
memory clinic?”



Perception



on Building Memory…

• Concepts of expanding memory and extending 

memory form the basis of Oral History 

Methodology

– Expand (remembering) memory via poetry & rhymes; 

story-telling and Roman Loci method

– Extend (documenting) memory via writing and 

information storage media, physical keeping

• Creation and use of knowledge (from memory) not 

synchronized, less is remembered.

• Building of memory requires tools

• The process is never ending





LET ME BEGIN WITH THE 

OBVIOUS – THE KNOWN

Back to Oral History Methodology



• Fill gaps in written history (usually from macro perspective)

• Gives insights into our past – changing 
lifestyle, values etc.

Why Oral History? (1)

Interview  Extract from

Mr Hay Soo Kheng, son of

a chicken farmer

历史是细节构成的!



Example from Thailand:  “Recording Thai Film History” (2000)

• Using oral history methodology to preserve memories of 

the key players – allowing researchers to understand their 

background and motivation, technique used in producing 

their films, supplementing the brief metadata collected by 

the film archives.

• Collection size as at 2005: 43 audio tapes and 28 

videotapes:

– Directors (2)

– Producers (3)

– Actors (2)

– Voice makers (3)

– Theatre owners (2)

– Distributors (8)



A means of learning about ordinary people who 

normally would not keep records of what they do 

and see  - their stories and life experiences.

Why Oral History? (2)

That of course does not mean we shall forget about 

the rich and famous… 

Only the Victors tell their stories?



Mary Hee, 

recalled her 

experience 

as midwife 

in the 60s.

Giving births 

at home in 

21st century 

Singapore is 

almost 

unheard of.



The story behind the Merlion…





Translation

Papaya, mango, banana and guava

Brought from the Sunday Mart

In the village lots of sellers

In the city lots of buyers

Papaya mango rambutan

Duku durian and others

All my friends, let‟s gather

Buy fruits together

Preserves the voices of people – adds a sound  dimension to 

written records, capture feelings and emotions in dynamic 

form – facial expression, body language (esp via video 

recording)

Why Oral History? (3)

Nursery Rhymes



For some minority groups, who depended on 

oral tradition to pass down collective 

memories and shared heritage, oral history 

helps to comprehensively preserved their 

cultures.  [It is about expanding memory]

Why Oral History? (4)



No man is too 

small to 

share…

The question 

is how to beat 

the time..



“不要觉得奇怪,为什么我会有兴趣听一位
露宿者对雨声的看法, 可能只因为没人愿
意跟一位露宿街头的人聊天而已. 要栖身
街头的滋味,我不懂得想象,但是我愿意聆
听他们的故事. 因为我觉得每一个人,都有
他们想跟别人分享的话语.”



A missed opportunity for a unique community comprising of some 33,000 

families and businesses living in more than 300 interconnected high-rise buildings    

that had “vanished” in 1992?



Why Oral History? (5)

Allows one to reflect on the 
past and helps put a 
closure to a sad chapter 
in a person‟s life…

Mr Khaw Kok Teen, 

mechanic, on why he is 

able to forgive the 

Japanese despite being 

interned in a POW camp 

outside Nagasaki during the 

Japanese Occupation.



“One of the keys to happiness 

is a bad memory.”

Rita Mae Brown (US novelist, poet, screenwriter, and social activist)

http://quotes4all.net/rita mae brown.html


Dr.Dylan: 将一些不开心的事忘掉,我完全不觉得可惜. 再说,人也不应该老
是回头望.

Hazel:人没有过去就没有将来, 这句话是你说的.

Dr.Dylan:但是一个人对将来没有希望,而不停地老是提起往事怎么行呢?

就算到今天,香港没有真正的音乐值得我再说下去,所以我才要提起以前的
事.每次当我说完我就想哭,这样做人会开心吗?那天当医生说我患了老人
痴呆,我就对我自己说,不用可惜的.就算慢慢连这个世界都不记得,曾几何
时有U2,Queen,Beatles都好,总之明天有真真正正的摇滚,真真正正的音

乐,那就行了.总之你要记住, 过去的事是要用来回味,不是用来逃
避的.



Connecting generations

Why Oral History? (6)

Interviewers can gain 

invaluable lessons from the 

wisdom of the elderly in an 

interview. Interviewers may 

identify with the experiences 

of the interviewees and 

thereby improve 

understanding and 

strengthen inter-generational 

bonds.

Example 2

Example 1





In public memories of Pearl Harbor, the complexities in historical 

scholarship remained nearly invisible. But why do certain 

narratives about the past become memorable and stay alive while 

others never catch hold or fall away? Memory researchers point 

out that prior familiarity shapes both social and personal 

memory. People generally fit new events into already familiar 

frames, distorting or forgetting whatever does not fit. “Memory 

activists” who seek to use history to buttress particular goals, of 

course, can contribute to molding events so that they will be 

understood in terms of already familiar, iconic forms.

Emily S. Rosenberg, „Remember 9/11, 

Forget Pearl Harbor?‟

Is the time factor at play again?



Why Oral History? (7)

May be 

politically 

motivated 

from the 

beginning? 



From individual memories to 

collective memory…

• Collective memory of 

community

• Collective memory of 

society

• Collective memory of 

civilisations

• Collective memory of 

mankind



Usage by Record Type

Physical Access to Archival Records by 

Record Type (Yr 2006)

224,202

635

901

28,602

1877

605

108

Photographs

Oral History Recording

Audio Visual Footages

Govt Files

Maps/BPs

Resource Folders

Private & Overseas

Records

Virtual Access to Archival Records by Record Type 

(2006)

36964

9727

762616

14494

47955

58461

37644

12743

29084

Photographs

Oral History Recordings

Audio Visual Records

Speeches

Public Records

Maps & BPs

Private Records

Posters



Use by Broadcast Media - Radio

‘Reflections’ 
on FM93.8

(13 part series on life in Singapore)

• Singapore HeritageFest 2007 radio

advertisement

Two-way relationship – usage & promotion



Use by Printed Media - Newspaper



Asian Civilisations Museum

- Beauties in Asia exhibition

ST article 3 Nov 07 on 

Pioneers – featuring OHC‟s 

interviewees
200 oral history interviews 

consulted for SPH publication  

“Men In White”



Outreach Programmes & Education

Dissemination through:

•Oral history workshops, training sessions, 

seminars

-Sharing and reviewing of interview and 

research techniques

-Creating awareness and generating 

interests in oral history interviews

-Connecting people and creating interview 

opportunities



Packaging Oral History Interviews
• Multimedia packages

– Organise oral history into 

thematic packages



Publications Drawing on Oral History Interviews (1)

Oral history can be a 

powerful tool when 

deployed in 

publications

•Good quotations used 

with sufficient context 

can create greater 

connection with visuals 

and story

•Greater emotional 

impact



Singapore Art Museum

- Convergences: Chen Wen Hsi 

Centennial Exhibition Catalogue

Memories at Old Ford Factory

- English and Chinese 

Exhibition Catalogue

Publications Drawing on Oral History Interviews (2)



Quotations from 

oral history 

interviews used 

directly in text



• Citing oral history

– Verify information 

from reports

– Or supplementing 

the story



• Using quotations 

of different 

languages

• Presenting both 

the original 

quotation and the 

translated 

quotation



“ I remember hearing a commotion on 

the roadside because we were on the 

third floor of the flats. I peeked out 

wondering what was this noise and then 

I started shouting out to my mum and I 

said, 'There's a baby on a bayonet!' She 

came and she looked out with me. I 

remember this baby could not have been 

bigger than this. So I would say the baby 

was about maybe two or three months 

old. When they (the Japanese) came 

closer by and I was looking out, they had 

the bayonet pierced through the baby's 

rectum and the baby was, the hands and 

legs were just flinging and screaming.

And this blood was all going down, 

dripping down and then the Japanese 

were just laughing away….”

- Barbara Scharnhorst , April 2006



Pointers to note when deploying oral history in 

publications:

•Provision of context

•Overcoming language barrier

•Balancing of views

•Not all useful interviews need to be quoted. 

Interviews that are informative but disjointed 

can be extracted and used to support the story 

as text or as citation.

Citation of Oral History Interviews



Deployment in Exhibitions

•Anchoring the exhibition on oral 

history interviews

•First-hand account lends 

authenticity

•Fill “gaps” in areas of the 

exhibition story that are not 

covered by archives

•Heighten level of emotional 

engagement by visitors and 

adding a “human touch” to the 

exhibition story

• Key quotations can also be 

selected and used as displays 

or as part of exhibition design



http://www.nhb.gov.sg/NAS/1stcab/index.htm


• Oral history can be integrated, with 

technology, to create interactive displays 

that are more engaging...

•“Well of Reflection” at RBC

•“Time Tunnel” at MOFF

•“Talking Map” at MOFF



“Well of Reflection” at RBC:

•Using oral history to 

provide greater emotional 

links to the exhibits and to 

emphasize the theme of 

reflection



“Time Tunnel” at MOFF

• Making use of oral 
history to create an 
atmosphere of 
uncertainty

• To condition visitors
to the mood of the 
exhibition as they 
enter



“Talking Map” at MOFF

•A 3D-Map display that features a collection of oral 

history clips with details of interviewees and the 

location of interviewees at the reported events



“Talking Map” at MOFF:

Here‟s how it works …

LED lights up to 

show location



Deployment in a museum in 

Vietnam 





Documentaries Drawing on Oral History Interviews

•Oral history and exhibition information can 

also be packaged into short documentaries



Animation partly drawing on Oral History Interviews



OF THE MANY EXAMPLES & ILLUSTRATIONS 

HIGHLIGHTED ABOVE, ONE WOULD REALISE 

THAT WE (THE CREATOR OF ORAL HISTORY 

RECORDS) ARE HEAVY USERS….

A possible conflict of  interest?



Through the use of the interviews 

ourselves, we can bring about…

• Identification of and filling in gaps in 

collection

• Improvement of finding aid

• Revenue generation & Justification for high 

preservation cost

• Archives Branding to improve  the value of 

oral history as an authentic, reliable, 

trustworthy information source



WHY DO WE NEED TO ADOPT A 

METHODOLOGY?

Part 2: “人言可畏”



ORAL HISTORY METHODOLOGY

Why, What, When, Where Who & How (common sense really!)  



What‟s in 

a name?



Defining Oral History

“Oral history is the 

interviewing of eye-

witness participants in 

the events of the past for 

the purposes of historical 

reconstruction.”

The Oral History Reader

(edited by Robert 

Perks and Alistair Thomson)



“An organised series of 

interviews with selected 

individuals or groups in order to 

create new source materials 

from the reminiscences of their 

own life and acts or from their 

association with a particular 

person, period, or events.”

Elizabeth Rumics, „Oral History, Defining the Terms”, 

Wilson Library Bulletin, March 1966



“Oral history is a history built around 

people.  It thrusts life into history itself 

and it widens its scope. It allows heroes 

not just the leaders, but from the unknown 

majority of the people… It brings history 

into, and out of, the community… It makes 

for contact - and thence understanding -

between social classes, and between 

generations…In short, it makes for fuller 

human beings.”

Paul Thompson, The Voice of the Past: Oral History



“A modern research technique for 

preserving knowledge of historical 

events as recounted by participants. 

It involves the tape recording of an 

interview with a knowledgeable 

person, someone who knows when of 

he or she speaks from personal 

participation or observation, about a 

subject of historical interest…The 

resulting tapes must then be 

preserved and processed in such a 

way as to make them usable and 

accessible.”

Willa  K. Baum, Transcribing and Editing Oral History, 1977



Systematic collection and preservation of data 
related to past (historical) events:

–Interviews conducted by well-prepared interviewers

–Based on fully researched interview outline

–Suitable interviewees

–Audio (and selective video) recordings aptly 
preserved

What does Oral History Methodology really entail?

Not forgetting sharing of the recorded information as it 

is through usage and deployment that the value of oral 

history becomes obvious and thus the programme could 

in turn become sustainable.  



What can you tell from 

the logo?

• Encompasses the 
oral history workflow 
and philosophy

• Technology changes

• The human factor –
interviewer vs 
interviewee

• Interview approach –
interview a 
percentage of 
population

• Interview 
technique – asking 
of questions

• Preservation is for 
posterity



AUTHENTICITY RELATES TO 

PROVENANCE. WHO IS REALLY 

THE “EYE-WITNESS”?

Just bear this in mind….



• Memory and Perception (is it not unique from the 

perspective of archives?)

• Oral vs Written Records (why many archivists

distrust oral history)

• Evaluating Interviews (but from what perspective –

I will come back to this during Part 2 of my presentation)

Validity of Oral History Interviews 



Back to Memory and Perception (Reflection)

• How much is remembered? At time of 

event or long after it had happened

• From the archives perspective, these 

are issues relating to validity and 

accuracy

• How is it remembered?

• Daily/routine vs emergency   

• How is it re-presented/re-told (present time)?

• Issue of reflections vs recalling of facts

• Also how much/deeply is the person 

willing to share…



“A group of students were asked for their memories of the 1986 space 

shuttle disaster a day after it happened and again three years later. Fewer 

than seven per cent of the second reports matched the first; 25 per cent 

were wrong in every major detail. Similar surveys after 9/11 and other 

events show similar results.

If we can‟t even depend on our own memories of events supposedly 

emblazoned on our minds, what can we be sure of? Perhaps too much self-

awareness of our unknowingness would simply leave us paralysed by 

indecision and lack of confidence. A bit of spousal certitude may not be so 

bad after all to keep a chap on the straight and narrow.“

Being Wrong

Book Review by Hugh Carnegy

4 Sep 2010



Another light side of memory …

• With all the new technology in fertility recently, a 65-year-old 
woman was able to give birth. When she was discharged from the 
hospital and went home, a friend visited her.

• "May I see the new baby?" The friend asked. "Not yet," she said. "I'll 
make coffee and we can visit for a while first."

• Thirty minutes had passed, and the friend asked, "May I see the new

• baby now?“ "No, not yet," she said.

• After another few minutes had elapsed, the friend asked again, 
"May I see the baby now?“ "No, not yet," was her replied. Growing 
very impatient, the friend asked, "Well, when can I see the baby?"

• "When he cries," she said. "When he CRIES? Why do I have to wait 
until he CRIES?“

• "Because I forgot where I put him, OK?!"



Written/recorded information based on memory therefore 

could be unreliable as well…..



“People do forget things, you know.”

Former Malaysian premier Dr Mahathir 

Mohamad, on the discrepancies in his 

newly released memoirs.

Straits Times, 17 Mar 2010 





Ah Kong, do you remember? ~ 阿公，你还记得吗？

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=riLQ0b48PsQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=riLQ0b48PsQ




Due to imperfection of human memory, we must 

presume that our interviewees will sometimes 

give us conflicting accounts of the same event 

or accounts differ from the written sources.

Oral history interviewers are not the Seekers of the 

truths nor are they the Mother Confessors.



Oral vs Written Records

• Words and body language vs static 

written text

• Factual accuracy vs meaningful 

interpretation

• The need to establish standards and 

methods to ensure reliability and 

accuracy – can we not draw 

reference from archival science?



Accuracy

• The degree of precision to which something is correct, truthful, 

and free of error or distortion, whether by omission or 

commission.

• It is usually refers to the truthfulness of the content of the 

record and can only be established through content analysis.

Records produced within a short period after the event or 

activity occurs tend to be more readily acceptable as accurate 

than records produced long after the event or activity.

• How can an oral history programme 

improve on accuracy of interviews 

conducted?



But striking a balance is equally important…



• The quality of being dependable and worthy of trust; the 
quality of being consistent and undeviating.

• From RM perspective, a recordkeeping system is reliable if 
it produces consistent results. A calculator that always 
reports that 2×2 = 4 is reliable; one that occasionally 
reports 5 is not. In diplomatics, a record is reliable only if it 
was created by someone with appropriate authority, if it 
was made following proper procedures, and if all 
information and steps were finished. In this sense, 
reliability does not ensure the accuracy of the record's 
content.

• How would this apply to oral history 
interview?

Reliability



Having a methodology that 

governs the conduct and 

process of oral history interview 

is one critical step towards this.

Needless to say, training of interviewers 

based on this methodology is equally critical.



PUTTING AN IDEA TO WORK

Part 3：“知易行难”



“不闻不若闻之，闻之不若见之，
见之不若知之，知之不若行之；
学至于行之而止矣.” [荀子.儒效篇]

I hear and I forget，

I see and I remember，

I do and I understand。



Project Paper/ Research

Recording

Preliminary Interview

Documentation

Writing SynopsisCase File Transcript Updating Database

Dissemination

CORD Database Workshops Reference Room Publications

Preservation

Save into Wav 

format

Accession & Catalogue Storage & Repository



Planning Oral history Projects

• Establish project objective(s) and scope

• Prepare project paper
• Key components include:

01. Background [review of existing information gap, outline  objective(s), 

etc.]

02. Budget and resources

03. Time frame (some projects may be long-term or require periodic re-

visit)

04. Scope/coverage

05. Selection of interviewees

06. Interview outline

07. The interview
08. Processing the recording

09. Preserving the recording

10. Access and usage of recorded interview  



• Need for thorough research to decide on 

theme(s) to cover

• Identify critical information gaps

01. Background



02. Budget and Resources

• Determine scope and output target

• Use of log chart to track time spent on 

various aspects of project – better 

management and accountability



Project Monitoring (1)

Monthly progress report

* U = Unsigned, A = Open Access, B = Restricted Access



Project Monitoring (2)



17,970 hours recordings collected 

(3,456 interviews as at Feb 2011)
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• Dependent on:

- scale of project

- funds and resources available

- interviewees‟ availability and schedule

03. Time Frame

04. Scope/Coverage

•Need to prioritise 

•Time period to cover determined by  

events



Structuring Oral History Projects by Themes

• Memories and communities

– Evolving/living or/and disappeared communities

• Memories and trauma (and healing)

– Testimonies of human rights, war crime and an act of 

terrorism   

• Memories and space (places and buildings)

– Lost spaces, heritage issues

– Example: “History of Kampungs (Brunei History 

Centre, Ministry of Culture, Youth & Sports)

• Memories of beliefs (oral traditions)



Too Broad: Risk of 

overlapping 

(ownership?), no 

focus, too general 

(no longer unique), 

the story of three 

monks carrying 

water…

TOO NARROW: 
RISK OF 
BECOMING SILO, 
SEEING ONLY 
THE TREES,  
MISSING THE 
ENTIRE FOREST 



Taking stock….1979-2010









“ORAL HISTORY INTERVIEWS, AS 

DIFFERENTIATED FROM SPECIFIC 

HISTORICAL RESEARCH, ARE INTENDED 

FOR THE WIDEST POSSIBLE USE, BOTH 

PRESENT AND FUTURE. THEREFORE THE 

SCOPE OF THE SUBJECTS DISCUSSED IS 

USUALLY WIDER THAN SPECIFIC 

RESEARCH.”  

The Golden Rule in structuring project:



¤ In search of potential interviewees:

– Press releases and other forms of info mined

– Letters and telephone calls to individuals and 

organisations

– Published sources

– Friends and contacts

– Current interviewees

05. Selecting Interviewees (1)



Even dead man 

provides leads…



Internet provides a wide variety of sources…same person may 

appear in different website, but of varied information details, 

accuracy and reliability (trustworthiness). 



• Common criteria include:

–Sampling size

–Background and experiences of   

interviewees in relation to subject  

field

–Age of interviewees

05. Selecting Interviewees (2)



• Need to revisit interviewees at 

different stages of life

05. Selecting Interviewees (3)



• Guides the interview process

• Interview approach – biographical, topical, 

or a combination of both

• Should be modified when dealing with 

different interviewees even though on the 

same subject

• Pros and Cons of a structured interview

• Use of memory tools

06. Interview Outline



Illustration: Building on & Reconstructing Memories 



The Principle of Loci (memory palace)



Method of loci

• an imaginal technique known to the 

ancient Greeks and Romans

• memorizing the layout of building, or the 

arrangement of shops on a street, or any 

geographical entity and associate them 

with a set of items to be remembered.

• When 'walking' through the building or 

street and identify the items, the memory 

of them is then formed.



REMEMBER: COMMON SENSE 

HELPS

Now can you look at the next six 

slides, each contain a set of related 

images and develop corresponding 

questions?



The story of National Theatre (1963-1986)







Louis Armstrong

In the 1960s and early 1970s, many world 
famous and legendary personalities that 
have performed at the theatre:
The Russian Bolshoi Ballet
The Sadler's Wells Ballet
The Louis Armstrong Jazz Band
The Duke Ellington Orchestra
Woody Herman & his Orchestra
Johnny Mathis
Shirley Bassey
The Bee Gees
The Hollies
The Walker Brothers
The Yardbirds
Herman's Hermits

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Louis_Armstrong_restored.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Louis_Armstrong_restored.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Louis_Armstrong_restored.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louis_Armstrong
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bolshoi_Theatre
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sadler%27s_Wells_Ballet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louis_Armstrong
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duke_Ellington
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Woody_Herman
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johnny_Mathis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shirley_Bassey
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bee_Gees
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Hollies
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Walker_Brothers
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Yardbirds
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herman%27s_Hermits






What do you see? 
Can you immediately think of 10 logical questions?



How about this?



• Types of Interview

• The Interviewer

• Conducting Prelim Interview

• Conducting Interview

• Interviewing Techniques

• Post-Interview

07. The Interview



• "Life history vs Thematic

• Supplementary interview

Types of Interview



Interview outline of a supplementary interview



Group Interview: One to two or more...

• Cons: Inevitably people will talk over each 

other and important information may be 

missed. More critically, there could be 

more biases or diversion introduced.

• Pro: refreshment of memory (or 
reflection?)





Present of family members?

• How do you deal with the interviewees when their family 
members sat in during the process?

• They may be helpful in prompting--along the lines of 
"Dad/Mom, what about that story about the xxx?”

• There is a need to make them aware at the outset that 
the stories ought to have come from the interviewees 
themselves and not the family members.



FROM EXPERIENCE, 

BIOGRAPHICAL INTERVIEWS 

WHERE RECORDING IS SPREAD 

OVER SEVERAL SESSIONS AND 

WHEN THE INTERVIEWEE IS A 

RELAX MOOD, IT WOULD YIELD 

THE MOST VALUABLE 

INFORMATION. 

The Ideal…



• Does experience (knowledge + skills) 

matter?

• Qty (number) vs Quality

– “Since you have difficulties recruiting 

interviewers, can you not just set up a 

recorder and invite those who wish to share 

their stories speak into the mic, perhaps 

with the help of a technician standing next 

to it?”

– “You can increase your output by 300% by 

engaging the community to conduct 

interviews, better still for free!”

The Interviewer



• In-depth subject knowledge

• Genuinely interested in people

• Good listener (“listening” is not the 

same as “hearing”)

• Empathy

• Sensitive to interviewee‟s needs

Qualities of a Good Interviewer



• Language competency

• Rapport, social status and background 

(e.g. working experience)

• Subject knowledge

• Gender

• Ethnicity

• Age

• Religious background (may be relevant 

and need to match)

Interviewer-Interviewee Matching



Conducting Preliminary Interview

• Meeting up face-to-face

- ideal for interviewer to 
introduce one self and build 
up rapport directly (able to 
observe body language).

• Over the phone

- when potential interviewee is 
available only for a short 
period of time and recording 
will be done at the first meet 
up.



• Confirm date and time and be on time

• Be appropriately dressed

• Explain interview purpose and process
– Carry identification and brochure

• Environmental scan

• Decide to proceed/end interview

• Explain importance of interview release form

• Fix interview schedule

• Keep meeting short

– Risks of long meeting

Guidelines for Preliminary Meeting



More is less or “curiosity kills the cat”?

• Pros and cons in allowing the interviewees see question 

sheet ahead of time…

– The risk? They will "prepare" answers.  However, trained  

interviewers can overcome most of that by asking follow- up 

questions.

– No need to include all the questions you are going to ask, just 

give them an idea of the questions you might ask -.a chance to 

start thinking about those types of things again and to start 
bringing up old memories!



Evaluating Interviewees

• Background of interviewee

• Original purpose of recording

• Interview conducted professionally?

• Intervening events affecting recollection?

• Information given consistent?

• Verification from other sources / interviews?



• Common reasons:

– Personal reasons

– Total failure in memory or inability to recall

– Does not have first hand information 
(accounts constructed mainly from hearsay 
or from reading secondary sources)

– Expects payment

Backing Out…



• To keep track of interviewees approached but 

declined to be interviewed

• Reasons for declining to be interviewed

• Forms can be filed for documentation 

purpose

Record of Declined Interviews



Environmental Factors: What do you see in 

each of these images?



Recording Environment: Recording Studio



What you see may not be what 

you would hear (later)….

Now listen to the same 

clip again…

What did 

you hear 

this time?



Looking out for old photographs/documents.. Why?



- Time constraint

- Health condition  

- Other people present who can provide 
information

- More than one interviewee, especially group 
interview

Recording the Preliminary Meeting



Before Interview

Re-confirm interview appointment a day before

Check equipment is in good working condition 
(bring extra batteries and flashcards)

Bring interview outline

Factor in travelling time if its outdoor interview

Check free time available (in case interview 
session is extended)

Re-survey surroundings before setting up 
equipment (new elements may have been 
introduced) 

Water/drinks



Interview Techniques: The DO‟s (1)

Listen actively and attentively  - be 
engaged (look interested) and alert)

Seeing is as important as asking:

Periodically monitor recorder (recording 
volume and recording medium's storage 
capacity)

Be sensitive to interviewee‟s body language 
(non-verbal cues), assess interviewee‟s 
condition to determine breaks.

Be sensitive to the (changing) surroundings



Taking notes will make processing work 
easier:

Describe hand gestures

Identify references

Spelling of difficult/unfamiliar words

But do not allow this to break the flow of 

interview

Interview Techniques: The DO‟s (2)



 Asking:

Use a language and style most comfortable for 
interviewee

One question at a time

Focused and short questions

Give Elderly time to Think

 Remain polite but firmly in control:

Ask to filter/probe deeper

Ask to check validity and confirm

Ask to divert/move on to new subjects

Interview Techniques: The DO‟s (3)



What does localise mean?

祥林嫂

梁天來



Give elderly more time to recall…



Use Memory Aids

Interview Techniques: The DO‟s (4)



“But when I got almost to the junction, there was a very frenzied force 

there of Malays across the whole road. And the Police blockaded the 

whole of the Whitley Road and the Police Training School, they 

completely blocked off the road leading to Marymount Convent where 

this Maria Hertogh was. So there was where they were most frenzied and 

they began to pound on the car and shout and all that…I put it in low 

gear, No 2 gear and I forced myself through this pushing people out of 

the way over the bonnet and so forth. And they ran after the car…Where 

I was living, again was only about 400 yards in Balestier Road in a road 

called Irrawaddy Road. And I thought with them chasing this car, I won‟t 

turn into Irrawaddy Road, I went right around, down Balestier Road into 

Moulmein Road, up into Tan Tock Seng Hospital and I got to my house 

by the back which it was possible through the hospital ground to get into 

Irrawaddy Road as well.”   

Importance of using tools during interview:

*Would the recall be more effective (and exciting) if the interviewer had a copy of the Street 
Directory on hand?

*Would it not be possible to equip the recording studio with such reference books?





Picture Power: A picture is worth a 

thousand words and more…

• Likewise, photographs could serve to 

refresh/invoke memory, stimulate interest, 

allow more in-depth questions to be asked 

on the subject(s) being spot-lighted and even 

new vistas open up:

– I did not know that!

– It is not interesting?!

• It is also a great ice-breaker. 



Asking Questions is 

as much an art as 

well as a science.
Illustrations and Pointers in the 

next set of slides
(NOT IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE)



“On personal perspective and how people need to 

look at what‟s going on in the future and trend 

accordingly, the other half is the institutions, 

whether they ne non-profit organisations, 

companies or even government, what are the kind 

of principles and perspectives that institutions need 

to take as we face the inexorable change of 

demographics, ageing as well as the complexities 

of living in Singapore in the future?”

Illustration of a complex and abstract question 

that is unlikely to yield meaningful response…



× Ask complex questions (3-in-1 or more)

× Ask academic or abstract questions (showing off?)

× Ask too many close-ended questions

× Ask leading/misleading questions

× Show sign of disapproval (personal biases)

× Lose control of interview (free flow)

× Repeat questions that interviewee does not 

understand or unwilling to talk (should rephrase)

× Interrupt unnecessarily (be patience)

× Talk about self

Interview Techniques – The DON‟T‟s



Don‟t Talk about Self

Interviewer: Now you can go out?  

Interviewee: Yes, now my husband says that our children have already grown up, we 
can go wherever we like.

Interviewer: You must do that when you are still young.

Interviewee: Yes, he said if not when I grow even older, I wouldn't be able to walk.

Interviewer: But you are still young. You are still forty …

Interviewee: 47.

Interviewer: Auntie, you are still very young. I am already 40 years old. That is 
because I married rather late. I married at the age of 30.

Interviewee: You gave birth at 30?

Interviewer: No, I married at 30. I only gave birth at 38.

Interviewee: Oh! Now your child is only two years old?

Interviewer: Only two-and-a-half years old.

Interviewee: Then when you are old in the future, your child will just be going to school.

Interviewer: I wouldn't be able to see my grandchildren.

Interviewee: It's like this if you marry late.

Interviewer: You cannot just marry at any time you fancy, right?

Interviewee: Yes, this is fated whether you marry early or late.

Interviewer: I had the opportunity to study, so I just furthered my studies. I didn't 
think of getting married and having babies.

Interviewee: Yes, nowadays women are better educated so they marry later.



One important role of the 

interviewer is that of

A Reminder



Also to separate memory from reflection..

• Memory is recall of past happenings.

• Reflection is a manifestation of the recall.

• Intentionally or unintentionally there could 

be biases introduced that could distort the 

accuracy and reliability of the memory, 

which in turn affect the trustworthiness of 

the interview.

• Interviewer‟s role is to ask validity check 

questions to guide the interviewee.    



One most common mistake to avoid:

The interviewer feels that he or she has to 

keep talking while the interviewee is 

preparing a reply or searching for a word to 

describe an issue…sometimes it may be 

good to have pauses…



Remember:

Let the interviewee talk. It is his or her 

show! Make a note to come back asking 

filtering or additional questions.



Illustration: Questions on New Citizens



What is wrong with these? (1)
• A Background

• What is your place and date of birth? (is this how normal 

conversation starts?)

• What is your family background, such as parent‟s 

occupation, position in the family? (two unrelated questions)

• What is your highest education, university attended? (why 

only focus on highest education? Also it is also a “closed question”)

• What are your racial compositions? (academic terminlogy, big 

word. How would ordinary people understand what it means?)

• Do you have other family members / relatives who have 

migrated to Singapore?

• Do you have any dependants in country of birth? (who are 

considered “dependants”?)



“LET‟S TALK ABOUT YOUR 

CHILDHOOD FIRST…” (OR LET‟S START 

WITH WHERE YOU LIVED WHEN YOU WERE VERY YOUNG)

What do you think is the most 

appropriate opening question to 

kick start an oral history 

interview?



Why do I think so? 

• What about these other questions?

– “Tell me about your parents”

– “Tell me about your family”

– “Tell me your name”

– “When were you born?”

• Flexibility – open-ended yet could allow 

narrowing further or be very general if the 

interviewee does not wish to go into details 

(privacy etc)

• Most neutral (answer could be good memory or bad 

memory but a good warming up for interviewee and interviewer)



What is wrong with these? (2)
• B Motivation to work/emigrate to Singapore

• What initially got you connected to Singapore: Professional work experience / business / graduate 
studies in Singapore university / family / others?

• What were the key motivations for taking up Singapore citizenship? (Big word – “key motivations”. 
Alternate  way to ask: “Tell us why you decided to become a Singaporean?” + “How did Singapore 
attracted you to become its citizen?” 

• What was your age/situation/circumstance when you took up Singapore citizenship? (Two unrelated 
questions. Alternate  way of asking second question: How old were you when…)

• How do you identify with local culture / local people? (what does “identify” exactly mean?)

• What is your experience with government policies, immigration rules, etc? (A leading question.  A 
better way of asking is: Can you recall/describe the process when you were applying to become a 
citizen?) 

• What are the tax benefits after acquiring Singapore citizenship? (Why focus only on tax – it may insult 
the interviewee that he took up citizenship because of $$$)

• Do you have any children? If so, what are their ages and sex of the children? (Is that how one normally 
ask about “sex” of interviewee‟s son and daughter? Would it not be better that the question is 
rephrased “Can you tell me how many boys and girls you have?  The question could be sensitive and 
offensive if the interviewee does not or could not have children)  

• What are your opinions about National Service in Singapore? (Why single out this question here? 
Unless it is meant to link to the previous question) 



• C Experience staying in Singapore so far

• How many years have you lived in Singapore?

• What are the changes in standard of living here as compared to your country of birth? (on what 
basis is “standard of living” determined?)

• What was your first experience when you arrived in Singapore? (first impression?)

• What are your impressions on the local Singaporeans? (how do you find…)

• What are your pastime and hobbies in your native country and in Singapore?

• What have you done to integrate yourself into the Singapore society?

• What social activities do you participate?

• How do you overcome any language barriers?

• Compare the following with your native country, and describe how you cope with the difference. 
What do you like and dislike most? (need to narrow down and part II is biased – why not asking 
also about liking?)

– Political system
– Policies, rules and regulation
– Culture
– Social environment

– Working environment

What is wrong with these? (3)



More Time for the Elderly…
• Studies show that “age 

makes it harder to ignore 
distractions and concentrate”

• Therefore, the interviewer 
must not ask compound 
questions (combining several 
issues/subjects in one 
question, or asking two or 
more questions in one go), or 
ask abstract or overly general 
questions, as it may be 
difficult for the elderly 
interviewee to answer

• Rather, questions should be 
short and focused (but not to 
the extent of drawing a "yes" 
or "no" answer without 
details)

• Do allow the elderly 
interviewee time to think 
about questions asked



FROM GENERAL TO SPECIFIC 

RATHER THAN START WITH A 

NARROWED QUESTION THAT AIMED 

TO YIELD AN EXPECTED ANSWER

One way of avoiding being biased and subjective in asking 

questions… 



Do not take no as 

the only answer!



• Interviewees who over-prepare written 
answers

• Interviewees who have written 
autobiographies

• Interrogative interviewees

• Prominent interviewees

Relating with Different Types of Interviewees



Was it a document 

being narrated over 

or it was based on 

“memory”?

What should the 

interviewer do to 

establish this fact?

-Add in his/her 

comment

-Add the document in 

the case file



To record or not to record..

• What do you do when the interviewee tell 

you that he or she is telling this part of the 

story privately and not for others to hear?

• How do you react when the interviewee is 

emotionally charged - do you let the 

recorder runs or stop it and comfort 

him/her?  

RBC‟s interview on poem written by the 

daughter



But telling interviewees what 

not to talk?



Problems in Oral History Interviews: many 

could be overcome by skillful interviewers

Reluctance to be interviewed

Long delays

Lack of spontaneity

Deliberate falsification

Digression

Exaggeration

Distortion

“Say the things I want to say”



What would the ideal length of an 

interview session be?

• It depends (ie no fixed formula as well)

• Human factors (physical and mental strengths 

of both parties)

• Too short: not cost effective (how much efforts and 

time spent in organising a session vs yield of content) 

and quality of content (warming up time etc)

• Too long: emotionally draining, tendency to have 

shorter and shorter answers, less elaborate; likewise 

for the interviewer

• 2-3 (max) hours would be ideal to me. But allow 

exceptions. 



•Still Photography

•Video-photography

•Oral history interviews

•Documents

FORMS OF DATA COLLECTION 

DURING THE INTERVIEW





 

 SAMPLE CHART TO AID MONITORING OF ORAL HISTORY PROJECT ON 

“SCHOOL HISTORY AND IDENTITY” 
 

 

 

Enrollment Relationship Between Student 

And Staff 

Relationship Between Students School Spirit 

Student 

Group 

Choice 

of 

School 

First 

day of 

school 

Form 

Teacher 

and 

Student 

Other 

Teacher 

and 

Student 

Principal 

and 

student 

Between 

Classmates 

Between 

seniors 

and 

juniors 

Between 

Prefects 

and non 

prefects 

As 

student 

As 

alumnus 

A           

B           

C           

D           

E           

Freq 5 5 4 1 0 5 1 1 5 0 
 

Project Monitoring through gap analysis



To reduce interviewing to a set of techniques is …

like reducing courtship to a formula.



Recording Oral History

http://creative.gettyimages.com/source/Search/26','26','2','


Recording Interview

• Position microphone for interviewee

• Ensure recording medium is working

• Test and adjust recording volume

• Check recorder regularly



百疏一漏 or百密一疏

Switching to silent or vibration 

mode may not be good 

enough.

Keeping it at some distance 

from digital recorder matters.

Same reason as to why cell phones have to be switched off in airplanes or 

hospitals…



• Analogue (fast disappearing)

– Open reel or cassette tape

• Digital (may have very short machine 

lifespan too)

– Solid-state memory card/flash card recorder

– DAT and MD recorders (unlikely to survive for 

too long)

Types of Audio Recording Equipment



Uher 4200 Report Monitor -

Open reel recorder

1979 - 1986
Digital solid-state recorder

Since 2004

From Reels to Bytes

Sony TC-D5 Pro II 

cassette tape 

recorder

1986 - 2004

Moved from open reel to digital recording of interviews, and 

moving towards selective video-recording to capture 

interviewee’s facial expressions which enriches the recording



• Project budget

• Technical expertise of staff

• Office infrastructure

• Usage of the recordings, e.g. 

online access

Factors Affecting Choice of Recorders



Advantage of Going Digital
• Direct transfer for processing and storage 

via USB card

• Conversion among digital formats fairly 

easily – eg from wav to mp3, thus facilitate 

speedy reference services



Why analogue recording can no longer 

be a viable option?

• Future concern to archive in analogue form, in spite 
of the good track record of most analogue tape, 
because the manufacturers of the replay/record
– Format obselescence is the enemy here.  It is no use to 

have a very good analogue reel copy, and no machine to 
play it on.

• equipment are beginning to cease manufacture of 
reel machines (as compared to a decade ago it was 
possible to choose from over 80 reel models, not 
there probably only 5 or so machines, made by 
Studer, Lyrec and Otari).
– The National Library of Australia archives  its audio 

collection onto its Digital Mass Storage System. It is 
possible to develop small scale storage system, or even CD 
data format as an interim solution.



New recording medium

• Need to be careful to ensure that the recording is 

uncompressed as compressed audio is 

inappropriate for preservation. Generally this 

means no more than 50 minutes per flash card.

• Recommended digital audio format: BWF format at 

48kHz samping rate, 24 bit in accordance with the 

standards recommended by the IASA technical 

Committee and the European Broadcasting Union.



Video recording..
• Video of a subject is occasionally 

important to add meaning or emotion to an 

interview, the cost can be high.



“Human beings are never moved by written words – it is the 

spoken word that arouses them to action. Arthur Koestler 

rightly pointed out that if Hitler‟s speeches had been written 

not spoken, the Germans would never have gone to war; 

similarly Sukarno in print did not make great sense. According 

to language specialists, in face-to-face communication 40% of 

meaning is conveyed by words, 60% is conveyed through 

intonation, gestures, and facial expressions.”

Lee Kuan Yew, „The importance of simple, clear written English‟

Address to the Ministers, Ministers of State and Senior Civil Officers at the 
Regional Language Centre, 27 Feb 1979



• Advantages

– Captures body language and facial expressions 

in addition to voice alone

– Gives deeper dimension to content especially 

process-oriented (eg. craftsman at work)

– Allows for more dynamic dissemination

Videotaping Oral History Interviews (1)



On-location Videotaping

Chye Kooi Loong‟s recollection of Japanese soldiers‟ 

liking for sugar. This was recorded during a field trip to 

Kampar in Malaysia to collect materials for MOFF.



• Drawbacks

– Distraction: not everyone is comfortable 

speaking in front of a camera

– Intimidation: e.g. improper use of lighting

– Budget constraints: likely to incur extra 

manpower cost

– Quality of video recording affected by 

equipment as well as mixed audio and video 

as single track

Videotaping Oral History Interviews (2)



• Label recordings

• Clarify concerns

• Check spellings of unfamiliar 
words, names and places

• Discuss how best to handle 

sensitive portions of the 

interview
– Example of ACM retired director spoke about his 

view of the Chairman

• Brief interviewee on topics for  
next session, if any

After the Interview



• Write synopsis

• Get interview release form signed (and send 

along with thank you card!)

• Decide if the interview recording should be 

transcribed (will come back to this issue)

After the Interview



Synopsis Writing

• Definition

– Describes and summarizes key information of 
an interview

• Purpose

– Enables users to access interviews quickly 
and efficiently

– Should avoid low/no value entries

• “primary education” vs “studied in xx school”

• “why he did not complete his studies in university” 
vs “father retrenched and he has to start working to 
support family”



Essential Information in Synopsis

• Names of key people, events or objects

• Location and dates

• Description of places, events and 
activities

• Opinions, attitudes, impressions, feelings 
expressed

Expressions are to be recorded 
accurately and objectively



A few words on writing synopsis… 

• What is the objective of a synopsis?

– To facilitate (filter) search

• Choice of word could impact level of 

information

• general statement provides “overview” 

(especially useful for browsing)  

• Specific statement allow specific key 

words search more successfully 

(speedily).  



Need of “vision”…

• What is the ideal length?

• Do not let technology (limitation or 

opportunity) drive the outcome

– RAM & ROM of 1980s vs 2000s

– Software constraints 

– Processing power (speed) of PCs of 

yesterday and today (future)









08. Processing Recorded Interview

• Transfer recorded 

interviews from 

memory cards to 

more durable media 

(DVD-R, DLT etc)

• A working copy for 

synopsis writing or 

transcribing
Transcribing machine

Start-Stop Universal Transcribing 

System complete with foot pedal



• Definition – “process of listening 

to an audio recording to produce 

a verbatim account of the 

interview”

• Purpose – Allow easy access to 

a wider audience

– Reading is usually faster than 

listening

– Language barrier could be 

overcome

• 2-Step Process – Typing and 

editing

• Cost effectiveness of using voice 

recognition software

Transcribing



• Time consuming: 1 hour of recording may 
take 3-5 hours to transcribe and edit

– OHC transcribes up to 25% of all interviews

– Since 2004, partial transcribing is also practiced

• Require input and cooperation from both 
interviewer (and sometimes interviewee) 
and the transcriber

• Who to do it? Transcriber or interviewer –
pros and cons

Transcribing



• Does the interview cover relatively new 
ground, interesting (likely to be useful 
information)?

• Does the interview contain interesting 
descriptions of people, places and events?

• Does the interview contain technical 
jargon and/or unusual words?

• Does the interviewee speak in more than 
one language?

Criteria for Transcribing Interviews (1)



• Is the interview conducted in foreign 
language and translated with the help of 
an interpreter?

• Is it a group interview where voices of 
different interviewees are indistinct?

• Does the interviewee have a regional 
accent or speech difficulty?

• Is the interviewee a well known personality 
and/or an authority in certain fields?

Criteria for Transcribing Interviews (2)



Broad (not  exhaustive) Transcribing Rules

Do transcribe

Verbatim

Correct 

information

Correct spelling

Actions and 

emotions

Do not transcribe

× Uninformative 

interjections

× Slips of the tongue

× References made 

by the interviewee 

on the interviewer



• How verbatim can it be? Truthful to 

the interviewee or the potential 

users? 
– Interview in a Chinese dialect being “transcribed” in Chinese 

• Transcribe vulgarities?

• Allow interviewees to edit their own 

transcripts?

Ethical Considerations



Editing oral history interview?

Why (ethical) and why not 

Archival Principle of Arrangement?



Verify spelling of names and places

Send transcript to interviewer for editing

After amendments, send final transcript for binding 

or uploading

 Include noteworthy extracts in resource folders to 

facilitate future research  

After Transcribing



Typical Statements

• "Readers are advised that the tape recording is the 
official document, while the transcript represents solely 
an interpretation of that document“

• "Readers are urged to consult the recordings 
themselves for a full appreciation of those aspects of 
the conversations that cannot be captured in a 
transcript, such as the speakers' inflections and 
emphases that may convey nuances of meaning, as 

well as the larger context of the discussion."



• Definition

-To organise and describe the collection

• Purpose

- To provide systematic access to

holdings in the collection by

maintaining a proper record of detailed

information on each interview

9.0 Documenting Oral History



• Accession number

• Maintaining case files

• Synopsis

• Catalogue and online database

• Interview agreement

Arranging and Describing



A case file contains:

• Interview information sheet

• Accession/CD number(s) of interview

• Bio-data of interviewee

• Interview outline

• Synopses

• Case notes

• Interview release form

• Record of communication

• Research materials

• Additional materials provided by interviewees

Maintaining Case Files



Case File Checklist
ORAL HISTORY CENTRE

Housekeeping of case file

Accession No:

Interviewee: Alias:

Please indicate the number on the actual document accordingly.



Interview Information Sheet



Career Record

NB: This is an extremely important section. Please complete it as fully and 

accurately as possible. It should provide summary of the contributor's relevant 

background. Important additional details relating to 'Nature and Scope of 

Work/Business' are welcome but should be written under 'Notes' overleaf.



Documenting Communication



Interview Release Agreement

• Written agreement

– Open access

– Restricted (with access or reproduction 
conditions imposed)

• Verbal agreement

• Unsigned agreement

– Access after 75 years

– Access given by trustee of interviewee‟s 
estate



Written agreement needed for public access



Key statements of an INTERVIEW RELEASE FORM

• I acknowledge that upon completion of my oral history interview 

made by the (name of institution), the recording(s) will be 

documented and preserved at (name of the same or different 

institution, if production and repository are two separate places).  

• I agree that the recording(s) (tick one of the choices):

• can be released immediately 

• can be released  5  /  10  /  15 *  years from the date stated below 

• can be released immediately, except that disc(s) _________ can 

only be released  5  /  10 /  15 * years from the date stated below .

• (* delete as necessary)



Why do we need to seek agreement 

from the interviewee?

• Respect for privacy – the interviewee is 

providing us an inner view which reveal 

himself/herself along with information on the 

subjects asked.

• When others listen to the interview, it could 

constitute an invasion of privacy. It is therefore 

both ethical and legal that he or she formally (by 

oral/written means) consented to the 

subsequent release (with or without conditions 

added).  



Interviews with unsigned 

agreements

Options



• De-accession (avoid access problem, but 

waste investment of resources)

• Approach family (assuming interviewee 

has passed on)

• Taking a calculated risk to make available 

information in appropriate time or 

appropriate ways



What is “appropriate”?

• Best intent

– There are at least two rounds of opportunities 
for interviewee to say no if the intention is not 
to share: reject interview request from start, 
reject release when interview was completed.  

• It is always a compromised way:

– Background reading only

– Follow standard/minimum Copyright (75 
years)

– Release after attempts to trace interviewees 
failed. The risk could be high – eroding trust.  



• Access to recordings based on 

agreement signed by interviewee

• List concrete end-products / usage to 

justify funding for project

10. Access and Usage



The next set of 30 or so slides will very briefly covered…



Access Media

• Duplicating the 

original for reference 

/ access and as 

complimentary gift to 

interviewee

– Use normal quality 

CD-Rs converted to 

MP3 format



MP3 as viable dissemination format

• MP3 is supported by worldwide market 
players – Windows´ Media Player, Real 
Audio Player and WinAmp (which collective  
capture almost more than 90% of the world 
market in software sound player.)

• More importantly, MP3 compression 
technology ensures quick delivery to the 
users via the internet.  It can retain most of 
the sound from the original source and 
compress the sound into a manageable size 
for download or streaming. At the same 
time, its quality is not good enough for 
duplication.  



Disseminating Oral History

Objectives of dissemination:

- Encourage usage of interviews

- Promote oral history and generate awareness

- Create interview opportunities to grow and enhance 
collection

How?

- Make use of strengths of oral history interviews

- Eyewitness accounts, reflections and memories

- Capturing of emotions

- Human connector

- Use in meaningful and connected manner



Quality of interview directly 

affects/limits deployment

• Quality of Content

– Information value (filling in of gaps, 

supporting)

– Background research and citation

• [Broadcast] Quality of Recording 

(audio/audio-visual)

– Voice of interviewee (clarity, tight/concise of 

language, emotionally engaged)

– Documentary





Deployment of Oral History Interviews

• Research Resource

• Publications

• Exhibitions (Permanent, Online, 

Travelling)

• Documentaries

• Media

• Outreach Programmes and Education



Oral History Database & Catalogues



Online Finding Aid



Access to Archives Online (A2O)

POSTERS PICAS

CARDS MISAS

PRISM GRID STARS

Winner of e-culture 
category award (2004) 

under Stockholm 
Challenge Award

CORD

www.a2o.com.sg



Research Resource

• Online Finding Aid - www.a2o.com.sg

http://www.a2o.com.sg/






– Making synopsis, audio extracts and transcripts available 
encourages usage



Total Collection Accessible Online (2011)



A few on-going CHALLENGES。。。
（ADMINISTRATIVE AND PROFESSIONAL ISSUES）

Part 4: “欲说还休”



Professional-Ethical

• Ownership and rights：It is about TRUST!

• Payment for recording: TRUST as well…

– Official or private?

– Transport cost?

• Recording of sensitive issues: It is still 

about TRUST

• Priority and Biases: politically motivated 

projects: TRUST at both ends!!



Benefit-risk assessment not just from the perspective of the 

interviewer but also the interviewee…

• Interviewee is the primary person and he 

or she has the right to be told of any risks 

that may arise from what he or she has 

said.

– Will untimely release of the interview 

endanger the interest of the interviewee?

– How about his associates or relatives?

– Can anonymity be guaranteed?

• And the decision must also be his/hers. 



• Output matters but it is not just about digit (quantity)! 

• Collection development (how much more to interview?)
vs deployment (can we not spend more in this area?)

• Oral presentation vs Transcription (why can‟t we just 
keep the transcript and reduce preservation cost?)

• User-friendliness vs protection of privacy (does it mot 
matter more to release interviews for immediate 
usage?)

• Online access: free downloads vs charging and who 
owns the IP?

• Placement of OHC – government vs academic –
Singapore experience  

Professional-Administrative



Risk of oral history becoming a willing tool to 

justify political agenda…

The case of Bukit Brown Cemetery







The Straits Times

(11 Dec 2011)



Concluding Remarks



FACTS OR OPINIONS?



PITT KUAN WAH, 11 July 2011

"The strength of oral history as I see it, lies not in capturing 

facts and figures as such statistical data are likely to found 

in a more reliable source of written file records. Through 

oral history, we hope to capture the emotional aspect of 

interviewees who were once party to and have eye-

witnessed certain events that form a larger part of our 

history and heritage. Oral history provides a platform for 

them to reflected upon as well as explained things from 

their  own  perspective, thus giving future generations a 

deeper dimension in documenting collective social 

memories of a community or a nation, never mind the fact 

that the expression of feelings and rationalization of actions 

may not be consistent with what actually happened then.”



“For all their shortcomings in terms of hard information I believe they 

will one day be valued for the way ideas are expressed, for the way 

events were believed to have occurred  and all kinds of myths were 

created. They will reveal areas of startling ignorance; they will at times 

be long on wisdom if short on chronological accuracy. If this is true 

then archivists should learn to defend these and other recordings in 

their collection, to argue for them and to convince  researchers of their 

value by indicating both their strengths and weakness….

Interview are often conducted with people who are either unused to, 

or dislike, the linear mode of reading and writing in which case their 

communication patterns will be diffused and conveyed at several 

levels at once. Their presentation may at first sight be muddled and 

confused but may nevertheless be remarkably perceptive. A public 

servant or politician on the other hand may be adept at glib, linear 

presentations which for all their clarity reveal almost nothing.”

Hugh A Taylor, Oral History and Archives: keynote speech 

to the 1976 Canadian Oral History Conference



“Interview are often conducted with people who are either unused to, 

or dislike, the linear mode of reading and writing in which case their 

communication patterns will be diffused and conveyed at several 

levels at once. Their presentation may at first sight be muddled and 

confused but may nevertheless be remarkably perceptive. A public 

servant or politician on the other hand may be adept at glib, linear 

presentations which for all their clarity reveal almost nothing. The 

accusation that in oral history a record is being created, and is 

therefore in a sense artificial, constantly needs rebuttal. The record is 

already there in the mind of the interviewee but the interviewer is a 

party to the transposition and shapes it through the questions being 

put. The portion of the entire record which is all that can be recorded 

from the mind and which is uttered or outered onto tape may be 

fragmentary but it is not generally a fake or a forgery. ”

Hugh A Taylor, Oral History and Archives: keynote speech 

to the 1976 Canadian Oral History Conference



What is this?



“The xxx isn‟t just a shoe. It‟s a 

customizable, high-performance system 

that revolutionizes basketball footwear. 

This shoe comes with two 

interchangeable inserts -yy and zz - so 

you can choose your cushioning and 

support to meet the needs of your game.”

Likewise you can look at oral history 

methodology the same way…




